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Abstract—In resource-constrained cloud systems, e.g., at the network edge or in private clouds, it is essential to deploy microservices (MSs) efficiently. Unlike most of the existing approaches, we tackle this issue by accounting for two important facts: (i) the interference that arises when MSs compete for the same resources and degrades their performance, and (ii) the MSs’ deployment time. In particular, we first present some experiments highlighting the impact of interference on the throughput of MSs co-located in the same server, as well as the benefits of MSs’ parallel deployment. Then, we formulate an optimization problem that minimizes the number of used servers while meeting the MSs’ performance requirements. In light of the problem complexity, we design a low-complexity heuristic, called iPace, that clusters together MSs competing for resources as diverse as possible and, hence, interfering as little as possible. Importantly, clustering MSs also allows us to exploit the benefit of parallel deployment, which greatly reduces the deployment time as compared to the sequential approach applied in prior art and by default in state-of-the-art orchestrators. Our numerical results show that iPace closely matches the optimum and uses 21-92% fewer servers compared to alternative schemes while proving to be highly scalable. Further, by deploying MSs in parallel using Kubernetes, iPace reduces the deployment time by 69% compared to state-of-the-art solutions.

Index Terms—Microservices, Performance Interference, Edge Computing, Microservice Placement, Resource Contention

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing provides isolated environments to run heterogeneous applications of multiple tenants on the same underlying hardware using virtualization techniques. Customers can often request computing and memory resources from public cloud systems such as Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure to execute their applications. While such public systems have abundant resources for their users, edge computing and private cloud systems are often resource-constrained.

Applications deployed on either public or edge cloud systems are increasingly composed of multiple, simple components. For example, service function chains (SFCs) [1] comprise individual virtual network functions (VNFs) [2] or even other, simpler chains. Likewise, microservice chains are composed of individual microservices (MSs) [3] or other chains. Differences exist: VNFs might run close-to hardware, whereas MSs might run inside general-purpose containers. But while details and terminology certainly differ, many core ideas and issues are very similar across these domains. In the following, for the sake of concreteness, we focus on an MS architecture running inside containers, however our ideas and results apply to SFCs/VNFs as well.

Services as such are deployed by an orchestrator that places, deploys, connects, and configures the needed components in one or several data centers, so as to meet the associated Service Level Agreement (SLA). Locally, components run inside a container, facilitated by a hypervisor. Current hypervisors isolate containers running on the same server by, e.g., placing them on dedicated cores [4]–[7], thus allowing to consolidate multiple components on the same hardware. Nonetheless, containers still compete for other hardware resources, predominantly memory subsystem resources [8]–[11]. Thus, unregulated competition for a server’s shared resources by the MSs degrades throughput compared to them running alone on the same server. Such performance degradation experienced by competing MSs is referred to as interference or noisy neighbor problem [12]–[14].

Interference is complicated by the multitude of different MSs, each with its own code: they contend for resources differently (e.g., emphasizing memory over I/O) and, hence, experience interference differently [15]. Thus, resources that might have sufficed to meet a particular MS’s SLA goal in some combination of components might no longer suffice when combined with other components. This makes guaranteeing SLAs challenging when MSs have to be consolidated dynamically on a limited set of resource-constrained servers, which is the typical operational condition in edge computing1.

Recently, several research efforts have been made to address the above issue [11], [14], [16]–[18]. The proposed solutions leverage either resource partitioning schemes [11], [14], [19] or supply-demand models [16], [17] to quantify interference. However, none of these methods fully addresses interference completely, as they fail to consider all resources responsible for interference, according to [8]. A few notable approaches [8]–[10], [20] have built models to predict the

1Although we mainly focus on edge computing scenarios, our approach applies to other environments, e.g., data centers, as well.
throughput of a target MS when co-located with other MSs and, using such prediction models, they have proposed placement solutions to decide where to execute each component. But even though the prediction models are accurate [8], these placement approaches may suffer from scalability issues.

Often, multiple requests for new services arrive at the orchestrator at the same time. Moreover, each request will typically be an SFC that comprises multiple individual microservices (or network functions). Also, these requests are usually not known in advance, prohibiting proactive deployment and requiring on-the-spot activation of the related services. In summary, the orchestrator usually needs to place batches of MSs on the available servers as fast as possible to ensure low deployment time.

Current orchestrators [21], [22] and MS placement algorithms [23], [24] focus on improving data locality or reducing contention for shared resources, however they pay little attention to reducing deployment time. Although there exist some prior works that address deployment time by lowering the container startup latency [25]–[27], they have not paid any attention to the adverse effect of interference on the performance of MSs placed in the same server.

To provide this missing feature combination, we here propose iPlace, an Interference-aware Microservice Placement (IMSP) approach based on clustering, with clusters being deployed on different servers. iPlace specifically seeks to group services such that cluster members have minimal interference with each other. A cluster is then placed on that server with whose MSs it least interferes. In more detail, this is done via a recursive process where a large cluster of MSs is split into smaller ones until each cluster can be placed in a server without violating the SLA requirements of any of the involved MSs. Importantly, although clustering has been widely used in the literature [18], [28]–[30], existing approaches are not suitable to effectively cope with the problem we address. Indeed, the use of interference among and between cluster members has not yet been investigated, nor has the setup of existing MSs on servers been taken into account.

Additionally, a naive clustering approach would need many comparisons between cluster members and existing MSs, which is costly when using interference as a clustering metric and prevents a placement scheme to scale well with the number of MSs. Hence, we replace some of these comparisons by only looking at cluster representatives, resulting in an approximation of actual interference. Interference is then predicted using an ML approach. Specifically, we use the contentiousness metric [8], [9], which captures the pressure of an MS on shared resources, and build a prediction model inspired by [8], which takes into account the interference among MSs co-located in the same server. As shown in our performance evaluation, this prediction-based approximation yields excellent results at a fraction of the computational overhead.

Once clusters have been identified, it would now be straightforward to deploy the MSs inside a cluster onto their respective servers, one after the other, as typically performed by state-of-the-art, real-world orchestrators. However, this may result in very high deployment times. Instead, we show experimentally the advantage of deploying the MSs included in a cluster in parallel onto the selected server, compared to the default, sequential deployment strategy.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

1) Using our testbed and such real-world orchestrators as Kubernetes and Docker Swarm, we provide experimental evidence for the necessity to carefully cluster, place, and start up MSs in resource-limited environments. Indeed, our results show that interference among co-located MSs can degrade performance by up to 50%.

2) We formulate the Interference-aware Microservice Placement (IMSP) as an optimization problem that minimizes the number of servers needed to place the MSs at the network edge, while still meeting the MSs target performance.

3) Owing to the problem’s NP-hardness, we develop iPlace, an interference-aware heuristic for cluster-based MS placement, which has cubic worst-case complexity. We remark that our work is the first to explore clustering to mitigate the effects of interference and to reduce the deployment time during MS placement.

4) Through extensive simulations and experiments with real systems, we show that the proposed interference-based clustering using prediction-information approximations effectively solves the IMSP and outperforms state-of-the-art alternatives. We also demonstrate that starting up MSs in parallel, according to the iPlace’s clustering strategy, yields much shorter deployment time than sequential start up.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II demonstrates experimentally both how interference can affect the MSs performance and the reduction in deployment time obtained through a parallel start up of the MSs. In Sec. III, we describe the background necessary to understand our proposed work and interference prediction model. Then Sec. IV introduces the methodology we use for interference prediction, while Sec. V presents the system model and formulates IMSP as an optimization problem. Sec. VI describes our heuristic, iPlace, which is then evaluated in Sec. VII. Sec. VIII summarizes related work and highlights our novel contributions. Finally, Sec. IX concludes the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE AND WORK MOTIVATION

We start by giving experimental evidence of how throughput degrades due to interference among competing MSs, despite a resource isolation setup in the server. We then show that MS deployment can be sped up significantly by working with batches of MSs instead of placing MSs sequentially.
A. Experimental interference assessment

To assess the throughput degradation experienced by MSs, we develop a testbed, as depicted in Fig. 1. The experiments were conducted on an Intel Core(TM) i7-7700K server with 4 CPU cores, 16 GB memory, and 8 MB Last Level Cache (LLC) cache shared across all the CPU cores, while individual cores have 1 MB L2 cache and 128 KB L1 cache, respectively. Each MS runs on a Docker container, pinned to a dedicated core using Docker runtime option `cpuset-cpus`.

Concerning the MSs, we consider both network services and application-level services:

- **Pktstat**: a flow-monitoring tool that displays the real-time packet activity of a specific network interface. It reads the packet header to identify the flows and shows the data rate associated with each flow. The `iperf3` tool is used for generating the traffic incoming to Pktstat.
- **Snort**: a well-known intrusion prevention system that uses predefined rules to identify anomalous network activities. Snort reads the packet header and payload of every incoming packet and compares them against the set of rules, in order to perform real-time intrusion detection. As before, `iperf3` acts as a traffic generator for snort.
- **Nginx**: We use it as a load balancer that forwards incoming requests to one of two web servers by modifying the requests’ IP addresses. The web server MSs used in the experiments are developed using Python Flask. The `htperf` tool is used to generate input traffic to nginx.
- **MQTT**: It is a lightweight message transmission protocol that relies on the publish-subscriber model. We have used Mosquitto an MQTT broker to which publishers and subscribers are connected. MQTTLoader [31] is used on both publisher and subscriber sides to apply load on the MQTT broker MS and measure the throughput.

Our experimental settings pin each MS to a dedicated CPU core, however competing MSs still share memory resources, namely, last-level cache and memory bandwidth. In the first set of experiments, we investigate how the performance of MSs degrades due to interference by running them in pairs, despite the fact that, as mentioned, each of them is pinned to a dedicated CPU core. Normalized throughput is used as the metric for identifying the performance interference. It is defined as the ratio of throughput when running the target MS with the other MS to the target MS solo performance, i.e., the throughput of target MS when it is running alone on the server. Hence, lower values of normalized throughput indicate higher performance degradation. Note that computing and memory resources allocated to the MSs remain the same when running alone or in pairs.

As the per-MS load is small enough to be handled by a single server, in the absence of interference, one would expect to see a normalized throughput of 1. Instead, as shown in Fig. 2, all considered MSs suffer from performance degradation when run in pairs. The horizontal axis of Fig. 2 indicates the target MSs, while the MS with which they run in pair is the competitor MS. Interestingly, each pair of MSs experiences different normalized throughput. MQTT and snort as target MSs suffer from considerable performance degradation, regardless of their competitor MS, while nginx suffers from the competition with another MS least.

In the next set of experiments, we evaluate the throughput of a target MS in the presence of a competitor MS when varying the number of flows and per-flow offered load of the competitor MS. The results, shown in Fig. 3, highlight a throughput drop of 28.5% for pktstat and of 22.5% for snort, relative to their solo performance, both for 100 concurrent competing flows. Also, as the workload and the number of concurrent flows of the competitor MS increase, the throughput of the target MS degrades more.

In summary, our experiments reveal that performance interference is a relevant problem, despite the isolation of CPU cycles. Furthermore, throughput degradation of the target MS depends upon the traffic load and processing logic of the competing MSs. As the competitor’s workload characteristics vary, competition for various hardware resources changes, degrading throughput differently. It is thus evident that interference plays a vital role in MS placement and that interference-oblivious co-location of MSs would seriously degrade throughput.

B. Experimenting sequential versus parallel MSs deployment

MS placement requests often arrive at the scheduler simultaneously, and these requests need to be deployed as fast as possible to provide efficient services. However, state-of-the-art MS scheduling algorithms deploy MSs only sequentially, and such is also the default deployment strategy in real-world orchestrators, with MS placement requests being kept in a queue following their order of arrival. According to prior MS algorithms, the scheduler acts upon these placement requests one after another and selects the best node to place the request depending on various scheduling policies. Such sequential deployment of the MSs has a high deployment latency, making it unacceptable for strictly latency-constrained edge services. This section briefly demonstrates the significant improvement in the deployment latency that can instead result from parallel deployment of MSs compared to that of sequential deployment.

The experiments have been conducted on a local Linux machine with 4 CPU cores and 16 GB of memory. To deploy the containerized MS placement requests, we used both
Kubernetes [21] and Docker Swarm [22]. Kubernetes is a well-known open-source cloud infrastructure tool that automatically deploys, scales, and manages containerized applications. Docker Swarm is a container orchestration tool native to the Docker platform, and it has been used to cross-check Kubernetes characteristics. To run Kubernetes locally, we used minikube, a single-node Kubernetes cluster. As native schedulers of Kubernetes and Docker Swarm orchestrators do not explicitly support parallel deployment of MSs, we have proceeded as set forth below.

For the experiments with Kubernetes, we leveraged the Volcano scheduler. Indeed, Volcano defines a new job, called Volcano job, that deploys a group of pods simultaneously, making it an excellent choice for parallel deployment. In our experiments, we created a Volcano job containing pods varying from 10 to 100 in steps of 10, each time measuring the per-pod deployment time.

For Docker swarm, we realized parallel deployment using the --replicas option. Docker swarm replicas aim at a stable set of running containers at any time. We created two batches for Docker swarm parallel deployment experiments and scaled the number of containers present in those batches using the --replicas option of Docker swarm from 5 to 50 in steps of 5, in order to mimic the same workload as in the Kubernetes scenario.

For the sequential deployment scenario using Kubernetes, we deployed sequentially Volcano jobs with a single container. In a sequential deployment scenario using Docker swarm, instead, we just used the default scheduler. We evaluated the average per-container start-up time for the sequential deployment and parallel deployment scenarios, using either Kubernetes or Docker swarm, as a function of the number of created containers. The experimental evidence in Fig. 4 demonstrates that parallel deployment (i.e., deploying MSs in batches) reduces the per-container start-up time by 81.25% and 80% compared to sequential deployment for Kubernetes and Docker swarm, respectively. This observation further motivated us to design an algorithm that schedules MS clusters instead of individual MSs, thereby reducing the incurred deployment time.

III. BACKGROUND

For the sake of concreteness and later evaluation, we describe here a throughput prediction model based on [8], which leverages two main concepts: contentiousness and sensitivity.

Contentiousness measures the pressure (i.e., load) applied on shared server resources by an MS in the presence of competing MSs. Sensitivity models the target MS’s throughput as a function of its competitors’ aggregate contentiousness.

This prediction model includes two phases: offline profiling and online prediction. In the former phase, contentiousness and sensitivity are computed a priori, considering a target MS running on a server in the presence of a synthetic load. By increasing this load, the increasing pressure of competing MSs on the shared resources can be measured. Thus, contentiousness profiling consists of determining a set of vectors, with each vector corresponding to a different pressure level of the synthetic competitor(s). Such vectors also comprise various system-level metrics, as detailed below. Then, sensitivity profiling builds on a regression model leveraging the target MS’s throughput in the presence of varying synthetic contentiousness vectors.

In the online prediction phase, the sensitivity model predicts the target MS’s throughput, given the contentiousness vector of any real competitor(s) as input.

A. Offline profiling phase

For each considered MS, the offline profiling phase characterizes its contentiousness and sensitivity. Here, we discuss further the methodology we adopted gtm [8].

The contentiousness vector of MS $r$ is denoted by $V^{(k)}(x)$, where $k$ is the number of the competing MSs and $x$ represents the competing workload and its specific configuration (e.g., traffic rate, number of flows, etc.). More in detail, $x$ is a multi-dimensional vector $[x_1, \ldots, x_k]$ where the generic entry $x_i$,
i = 1, \ldots, k, is a tuple of the form (name, configuration): the name of the competing MS and its configuration. For instance, let us assume the contentiousness vector of snort consists of two metrics, LLC-misses and system-read. Also, suppose LLC-misses = 100 s\(^{-1}\) and system-read = 20 MB/s, when snort runs with an instance of pktstat as a competitor processing 5 Gbps incoming traffic consisting of 10 concurrent flows. Then, in this case the contentiousness vector of snort is given by \(\mathbf{V}_s^{(1)}(x) = [100, 20]\) where \(x = \text{pktstat, 5 Gbps, 10 flows}\). During the offline profiling phase for MS \(r\), we vary \(x\) and \(k\) to measure \(\mathbf{V}_r^{(k)}(x)\) as well as the corresponding observed throughput \(P_r^{(k)}(x)\).

Concerning the sensitivity model of an MS \(r\), this is defined as a function \(M_r : \mathbf{V}_r^{(k)}(x) \rightarrow P_r^{(k)}(x)\) \([8]\). It is obtained by training a regression model mapping the contentiousness vector \(\mathbf{V}_r^{(k)}(x)\) into the observed throughput \(P_r^{(k)}(x)\), for different \(x\) and \(k\).

Finally, we leverage experimental results to compute the representative contentiousness vector \(\mathbf{V}_r^{(k)}(x)\) of MS \(r\), obtained by averaging over all the observed contentiousness vectors with \(k\) competing MSs, with respect to the workload values \(x\). \(\mathbf{V}_r^{(k)}\) is then fed as input to the sensitivity model in the online prediction phase. For brevity, we will refer to such a vector as the contentiousness vector hearafter.

**B. Online prediction phase**

It leverages the specific contentiousness vectors of the competitors and the sensitivity model of the target MS, in order to predict the throughput of the latter. As an example, let us consider three MSs, \(r_a, r_b\) and \(r_c\), running on the same server; similar arguments hold for an arbitrary number of MSs. To predict the throughput of \(r_a\) in the presence of \(r_b\) and \(r_c\), we compute the aggregate contentiousness \(\mathbf{V}_{r_b,r_c}^{(2)}\), characterizing the pressure on the respective resources jointly caused by MSs \(r_b\) and \(r_c\), by combining their representative contentiousness vectors as follows: \(\mathbf{V}_{r_b,r_c}^{(2)} = \mathbf{V}_{r_b}^{(2)} + \mathbf{V}_{r_c}^{(2)}\). In this expression, with an abuse of notation, \(+\) denotes an appropriate linear operator (e.g., sum for cache occupancy or the cache read/write operations, or average for cache hit or miss probability) applied to each component of the contentiousness vector, so as to reflect the combined effect of the two competing MSs. We stress that this approach proved to be very accurate, as reported in \([8]\).

Next, the throughput of \(r_a\) can be predicted as:

\[
P_{r_a}(\{r_a, r_b, r_c\}) = M_{r_a}(\mathbf{V}_{r_b,r_c}^{(2)}).
\]

Generalizing \((1)\), the throughput of \(r_a\) when running on server \(s\) with set \(\mathcal{Y}_s\setminus \{r_a\}\) of competing MSs is predicted as:

\[
P_{r_a}(\mathcal{Y}_s) = M_{r_a}\left(\sum_{r \in \mathcal{Y}_s \setminus \{r_a\}} \mathbf{V}_r^{(\mathcal{Y}_s \setminus \{r_a\})}\right).
\]

**IV. MEASURING AND PREDICTING INTERFERENCE**

We now show how to build a prediction model for estimating the throughput of competing MSs, which is required for an interference-aware MS placement solution. We stress, however, that our solution, introduced in Sec. V, can work with any other appropriate interference prediction model.

![Degradation of snort performance when competing with pktstat.](image)

**A. Selecting metrics for contentiousness vector**

To determine the contentiousness vector, we have considered various system-level metrics (e.g., instructions/cycle, L2/L3 cache misses/hits/occupancy, memory read/write operations) exposed by Intel’s PCM framework, which is a performance-monitoring API to collect real-time, architecture-specific resource usage metrics.

We recall that each core of a modern system comprises its own L1 and L2 cache while all cores share LLC and memory bandwidth. Even running MSs on dedicated cores does not perfectly isolate their performance from each other as they will still compete for LLC and memory bandwidth. Furthermore, the Linux Kernel does not pin the Interrupt Service Routines (ISR) to the same core as the code causing these interrupts: code pinned to core 1 and causing an interrupt might still have its ISR executed on core 2. These ISRs then impact the performance of code pinned to core 2. As a consequence, containers running MSs with heavy network traffic can interfere with MSs co-located on the same machine.

This motivated us to collect core-wise software interrupts using mpstat \([32]\).

Intel PCM and mpstat output a wide range of metrics, but not all of them are relevant for the interference. Out of those, we selected components for the contentiousness vector that are highly correlated with the target MS’s throughput, i.e., for which the Pearson correlation coefficient \([33]\) is larger than 0.7. Table I lists such system-level metrics for the considered MSs. The READ and WRITE operations appear to be very relevant since the interference is due to the LLC and memory bandwidth contentions. To better characterize this effect, Fig. 5 shows, for snort competing with pktstat, the high performance degradation due to such contention. Furthermore, softirq are also relevant because of the sharing of interrupt handling among the cores, as discussed before.

**B. Building the Interference Prediction Model**

Recall that sensitivity models the performance of a target MS as a function of its contentiousness. The sensitivity is measured by building a model that takes the contentiousness vector as input and outputs the MS performance. Such a prediction model is a regressor, as input and output are continuous variables.

We train the sensitivity prediction model per MS by using its contentiousness vectors generated during the offline profiling
phase. Specifically, we use a Gradient Boosting Regressor model as sensitivity is a non-linear, non-continuous function of the contentionsness vectors. For each trained sensitivity model, we measured the prediction error using the absolute mean prediction error, which is 2.5%, 3.6%, 4.5%, and 5.2% for snort, pktstat, MQTT, and nginx, respectively. Thus, despite the differences between our experimental setup and the one used in [8], we obtain an accurate interference prediction that is coherent with that presented in [8].

V. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We now describe our system model and formalize the IMSP problem to optimally place MSs at the network edge.

A. System model

Let us focus on a single data center and let \( S \) be the set of servers available therein. We consider an online MS placement scenario in which a subset of servers in \( S \) run some pre-existing MSs, each of them currently satisfying its SLA. Let \( \mathcal{F}_s \) be the set of pre-existing MSs running on server \( s \), with \( \mathcal{F}_s = \emptyset \) if \( s \) is idle. Then, consider a set \( \mathcal{R} \) of requests for MS instances, (possibly) related to different services, arriving at the data center. Let \( r \) be the minimum required throughput, as specified by the SLA, for an MS \( r \in \mathcal{R} \).

We assume that the data center has ample symmetric bandwidth and, hence, the throughput of an MS depends only upon its server’s processing capacity, potentially influenced by interference. Thus, each MS \( r \in \mathcal{R} \) can be placed independently from other \( r' \in \mathcal{R} \). Furthermore, each server \( s \in S \) has limited CPU and memory budget denoted by \( \tilde{\tau}_s \) and \( \tilde{\mu}_s \), respectively, while there is ample availability of other resource types. In addition, each MS request \( r \) entails CPU and memory demand as denoted by \( \tau_r \) and \( \mu_r \), respectively.

While placing new MSs, pre-existing ones are not moved and their SLAs must be still met. If an MS request cannot be placed in any of the existing servers without violating the SLAs, then an additional server is provisioned.

Let \( y_{r,s} \in \{0,1\} \), with \( r \in \mathcal{R} \) and \( s \in S \), be a binary decision variable expressing whether a new MS \( r \) should be placed on server \( s \) or not, and let \( \mathcal{Y}_s = \{ r \in \mathcal{R} | y_{r,s} = 1 \} \) be the set of MSs placed on server \( s \). A server \( s \) is active (indicated by \( n_s \in \{0,1\} \)) if and only if it serves at least one MS \( r \). Using the model introduced in Sec.IV, we can predict the throughput of any MS in a server with co-located MSs. We denote by \( P_r(\mathcal{Y}_s) \) the predicted throughput of MS \( r \in \mathcal{R} \) when running in server \( s \) and competing with MSs in \( \mathcal{F}_s \cup \mathcal{Y}_s \setminus \{r\} \), i.e., with both pre-existing and newly placed MSs. Key parameters of the system model, along with their notation, are listed in Table II.

B. The IMSP problem formulation

Given the set of requested MSs, the goal is to minimize the number of edge servers used to place the MSs, i.e.,

\[
\min \sum_{s \in S} n_s \quad (3)
\]

subject to system and SLA constraints:

\[
\sum_{s \in S} y_{r,s} = 1 \quad \forall r \in \mathcal{R} \quad (4)
\]

\[
n_s \leq \sum_{r \in \mathcal{R}} y_{r,s} + |\mathcal{F}_s| \quad \forall s \in S \quad (5)
\]

\[
\sum_{r \in \mathcal{Y}_s} y_{r,s} \cdot \mu_r + \sum_{r \in \mathcal{F}_s} \mu_r \leq n_s \cdot \tilde{\mu}_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad (6)
\]

\[
\sum_{r \in \mathcal{Y}_s} y_{r,s} \cdot \tau_r + \sum_{r \in \mathcal{F}_s} \tau_r \leq n_s \cdot \tilde{\tau}_s \quad \forall s \in S \quad (7)
\]

\[
P_r(\mathcal{Y}_s \cup \mathcal{F}_s) \geq t_r \quad \forall s \in S, r \in \mathcal{R} \cup \mathcal{F}_s \quad (8)
\]

\[
n_s \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall s \in S \quad (9)
\]

\[
y_{r,s} \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall s \in S, r \in \mathcal{R} \quad (10)
\]
Eq. (4) specifies that a new MS must be placed on exactly one server. Eq. (5) ensures that a server is turned off if no MS is assigned to it. Equations (6)–(7) mandate that the memory and computing resource requirements of all (new and pre-existing) MSs allocated in server $s$ cannot exceed the available server memory or computing capability; they also ensure that server $s$ is active if any MS is assigned to it. Eq. (8) leverages (2) and imposes that the predicted throughput for any new and pre-existing MS must satisfy the minimum required throughput as specified in the corresponding SLA, thus the mutual interference across all MSs is acceptable.

About the problem complexity, the following result holds.

**Theorem 1.** The IMSP problem in (3), subject to constraints (4)–(10), is NP-hard.

**Proof.** We consider a simplified offline version of our IMSP problem where (i) the interference among MSs is neglected, (ii) each server has infinity memory, (iii) no pre-existing MSs are running, i.e., $F_s = \emptyset$, (iv) no throughput constraints exist, i.e., $\tau_r = 0, \forall r \in \mathcal{R}$. In this case, each of the requested MSs in $\mathcal{R}$ has only a computing requirement and overall the server capacity cannot be exceeded.

Next, consider the bin packing problem, which is NP-hard [34], where we are given a set of items and bins. Observe that each item can be mapped onto an MS request with the required computation equal to the item size, and each bin can be mapped onto a server with a computation capacity equal to the bin size. It follows that any instance of the bin packing problem can be reduced in polynomial time to the above simplified version of the IMSP, thus proving the thesis. \hfill $\square$

In light of the complexity of the IMSP problem, we introduce below a heuristic, which has cubic worst-case complexity and, as shown in Sec. VII closely matches the optimum.

**VI. iPLACE: THE INTERFERENCE-AWARE MS PLACEMENT**

This section first presents in Sec. VI-A our heuristics, along with an example of how the iPlace algorithmic framework works. Then it discusses the complexity of iPlace in Sec. VI-B.

**A. Algorithmic framework**

The key idea of our MS placement algorithm, iPlace, is to partition the set of new MSs into clusters in which the MSs contend for different types of resources. Importantly, clustering is motivated by the much smaller time for parallel deployment compared to sequential deployment, as showed experimentally in Sec. II-B. Furthermore, while clustering MSs, we reduce the mutual interference of MSs in the same cluster, which allows them to better coexist on the same server.

As depicted in Fig. 6 and presented in Alg. 1, the iPlace algorithm works in two phases:

- the *clustering phase*, which clusters the new MS placement requests based on their contentiousness, and
- the *placement phase*, which selects the server where to place each created cluster, accounting for the MSs that are already hosted in the active servers.

In the clustering phase, iPlace leverages the distance between any $r_i, r_j \in \mathcal{R}$ ($r_i \neq r_j$) of MS placement requests with the following criterion: *larger distance* between MSs means that their corresponding contentiousness vectors are *more similar* and compete *more for similar resources*. More formally, we define the distance between two MSs $r_i, r_j \in \mathcal{R}$ as:

$$d(r_i, r_j) = \| \mathbf{V}_{1}(r_i) - \mathbf{V}_{1}(r_j) \|_2^{-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The MSs in $\mathcal{R}$ are initially clustered using the mean-shift clustering [35] technique, which automatically discovers the number of clusters and the MSs to be included therein based on the chosen distance metric.

After clustering the MSs in $\mathcal{R}$ into clusters, the placement phase starts and the clusters are put in a queue in a random order, processed until each cluster is assigned to a server. Servers with enough computing and memory resources are considered as eligible servers for placing a given cluster $C$. We denote the set of eligible servers as $A$. For any eligible server $a \in A$, we compute the distance between cluster $C$ and server $a$ as presented in Alg. 2. More specifically, we define the distance between server $a$ running pre-existing MSs in $F_a$ and cluster $C$ as:

$$\| \mathbf{V}_{w \in F_a}^{(||F_a|+|C|-1)} - \mathbf{V}_{w \notin C}^{(||F_a|+|C|-1)} \|^{-1}_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\mathbf{V}_{w \in F_a}^{(||F_a|+|C|-1)}$ is the aggregate contentiousness vector of all MSs placed in $a$ and $\mathbf{V}_{w \notin C}^{(||F_a|+|C|-1)}$ is the one for $C$. All the eligible servers in $A$ are sorted in the increasing order of their distance with cluster $C$ according to (12).

To assess the impact of interference of the new MSs in $C$ on the nearest server $s \in A$ consisting of $F_s$ pre-existing MSs, we use the PredictSLAViolations function described in Alg 3. PredictSLAViolations returns True if placing cluster $C$ on the nearest server $s$ violates the minimum required throughput specified in the SLA of the most critical MS placement request $\hat{r}$. The most critical request $\hat{r}$ is the one exhibiting the minimum difference between its solo-run throughput and the minimum required throughput. In particular, the function uses the prediction model for $\hat{r} \in C \cup F_s$ as follows:

$$P_{r}(C \cup F_s) = M_{\hat{r}}(\mathbf{V}_{w \in F_s \cup \mathcal{C}\{\hat{r}\}}^{(||F_s|+|C|-1)}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where the aggregate contentiousness vectors of the $||F_s||+|C|-1$ competitors of $\hat{r}$ is given by:

$$\mathbf{V}_{w \in F_s \cup \mathcal{C}\{\hat{r}\}}^{(||F_s|+|C|-1)} = \mathbf{V}_{w \in F_s \setminus \{\hat{r}\}}^{(||F_s|+|C|-1)} + \mathbf{V}_{w \notin F_s \setminus \{\hat{r}\}}^{(||F_s|+|C|-1)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

If the predicted throughput of $\hat{r}$ following (14) satisfies its SLA requirements, then we can safely place cluster $C$ on server $s$. Otherwise, $C$ will be provisionally placed on the next nearest
server and the procedure is repeated until a server is found that can host \( C \) without violating the SLA of any involved MS, or all the active servers have been examined. In the latter case, if \( C > 1 \), we partition the cluster into two smaller ones using K-means clustering with \( K=2 \), and we add such two new clusters to the end of the cluster queue. If \( C = 1 \), we open a new server to place \( C \).

It is worth noting that the algorithm will tend to consolidate the MSs in the minimum number of servers, in line with the considered objective function in (3). In order to further clarify how iPlace works, we provide the example below.

**Example 1** (MS placement using iPlace). Consider a batch request \( R \) consisting of two MS placement requests arriving at the orchestrator, \( R = \{ \text{snort, pkstatt} \} \). Further, consider that there is a single active server running one instance of nginx, represented as \( S = \{ S_0 \} \) where \( S_0 = \{ \text{nginx} \} \). Each MS in the considered system is associated with an SLA that specifies minimum required throughput, and let us say that \( t_{\text{snort}} = 1 \) Gbps, \( t_{\text{pkstatt}} = 2 \) Gbps, and \( t_{\text{nginx}} = 4 \) Gbps. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the contentiousness vector of the MSs comprises of two metrics: LLC-miss and system-read. For simplicity, we have considered the contentiousness vectors of the MSs as shown in Table III consisting of arbitrary values for the considered metrics.

Initially, iPlace creates clusters of the MSs based on their contentiousness. We can represent the created clusters as \( Z = \{ \{ C_0 \} \} \), with \( C_0 = \{ \text{snort, pkstatt} \} \). It is obvious from Tab. III that snort and pkstatt belong to the same cluster because they compete for different kinds of resources. During the placement phase, we check whether the placement of cluster \( C_0 \) on server \( S_0 \), already running nginx, violates the minimum required throughput in the SLA of the most critical MS. Assume that the most critical MS here is pkstatt, then we calculate the aggregate contentiousness vector of snort and nginx and give it as input to prediction model \( M_{\text{pkstatt}} \). The aggregate contentiousness vector is calculated by combining the contentiousness vectors of snort and pkstatt using appropriate linear operators; sum for system-read and average for LLC-miss. Let the output of \( M_{\text{pkstatt}} \) be 2.5 Gbps, which is greater than \( t_{\text{pkstatt}} \), then \( C_0 \) can be placed on \( S_0 \) without violating the SLAs of the MSs present in \( C_0 \) and \( S_0 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLC-misses [s⁻¹]</th>
<th>system-read [MB/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>snort</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pkstatt</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nginx</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nginx</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table III: A Simple example of contentiousness vectors of MSs |

**B. iPlace complexity**

The overall worst-case complexity of iPlace can be determined by inspecting Alg. 1–Alg. 3.

Alg. 1 performs \( \text{MeanShiftClustering} \), which has complexity \( O(|R|^2) \), once, and \( \text{meansClustering} \), which has complexity \( O(|R| \cdot \log_2 |R|) \) times, where we recall that \( |R| \) is the number of newly requested MS instances. Furthermore, iPlace executes the \( \text{distance} \) and \( \text{predictSLAViolations} \) functions for every created cluster and for every, still partially empty, active server, with the number of such servers being denoted with \( |S| \). The worst-case complexity of the \( \text{distance} \) function is equal to \( O(|R|) \), as it might need to loop over the contentiousness vectors of the number of MSs present in the cluster and the server. Similarly, the \( \text{predictSLAViolations} \) function has a worst-case complexity of \( O(|R|) \), as in the worst-case, we might need to calculate the aggregate contentiousness vector using the contentiousness vectors of \( |R| - 1 \) competitors of the target MS. Thus, iPlace’s worst-case is dominated by that of

\[ \text{Algorithm 1: iPlace: Interference-aware MS placement} \]

1: procedure \( \text{MsPlacement}(R, V, S, M) \) ⇒ \( S \) : set of currently active servers, \( V \) : set of contentiousness vectors.
2: \( Z \leftarrow \text{MeanShiftClustering}(R, V) \) ⇒ Initially apply mean-shift clustering on the placement requests based on \( V \).
3: while \( Z \neq {} \) do
4: \( C \leftarrow Z \cdot \text{pop}() \) ⇒ Move the first cluster from \( Z \) to \( C \).
5: \( A \leftarrow \{ s \in S | \mu_c \subseteq \mu_s \land \tau_c \leq \tau_s \} \) ⇒ Servers with enough resources.
6: Sort \( A \) in increasing \( \text{Distance}(C, F_a, V) \).
7: for every \( s \in A \) do
8: \( \hat{r} \leftarrow \text{most critical MS in } C \cup F_s \).
9: if \( \text{PredictSLAViolations}(\hat{r}, C, F_s, V, M) \) ⇒ no violations then
10: \( F_s \leftarrow F_s \cup C \) ⇒ Place the cluster \( C \) on the server.
11: end if
12: end for
13: end while
14: end procedure

\[ \text{Algorithm 2: Compute cluster-server distance} \]

1: procedure \( \text{Distance}(C, F_a, V) \) ⇒ \( C \): every MS will compete with \( c \) number of competitors.
2: \( V_a \leftarrow |C| \cdot |F_a| - 1 \) ⇒ Find the aggregate contentiousness vector of the cluster \( C \).
3: \( V_a \leftarrow \sum_{r \in F_a} V_{s}(r) \) ⇒ Find the aggregate contentiousness vector of the server \( a \).
4: \( \text{Distance evaluated as in (12)} \) ⇒ Distance evaluated as in (12).
5: end procedure

\[ \text{Algorithm 3: Predict SLA violations} \]

1: procedure \( \text{PredictSLAViolations}(F, C, F_s, V, M) \) ⇒ \( F \): set of currently active servers, \( C \): set of contentiousness vectors.
2: \( c \leftarrow |C| + |F_s| - 1 \) ⇒ Compute number of competing MSs.
3: \( V_{\text{agg}} \leftarrow \sum_{r \in F_s \cup C \cup i \neq F_s \cup C} V_{s}(r) \) ⇒ Aggregate cont. vector of \( i \)'s competitors.
4: \( p_i \leftarrow M_{\text{agg}}(V_{\text{agg}}) \) ⇒ Predict the performance.
5: if \( p_i < t_r \) then \( \text{Compare with throughput according to SLA} \).
6: return True \( \text{At least one SLA violation is experienced} \).
7: return False \( \text{No SLA violation is experienced} \).
8: end procedure
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the distance and predictSLAViolations functions, which is $O(|S|R^2)$.

We therefore remark that iPlace will scale well in the number of allocated MSs, and, importantly, it will not grow quadratically in the number of already running MSs.

**VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

In order to evaluate iPlace against the optimum, we first investigate a small-scale, stationary scenario, where the IMSP problem can be solved by brute force. Then we move on to a larger-scale, dynamic scenario that we use to compare iPlace against state-of-the-art alternatives. In both scenarios, we consider MS placement requests, arriving in batches of size $|R|$, each with its associated minimum required throughput. Specifically, for each MS in $R$, the associated minimum required throughput is chosen from a uniform distribution between 50% and 70% of the MS solo performance.

**Small-scale, stationary scenario**. We first compare the results yielded by iPlace to the optimal solution. The latter is obtained through brute-force search by generating all possible placement combinations and selecting the one that uses the minimum number of servers while satisfying the SLA of all MSs. We consider that each request arriving at the orchestrator includes six MSs, and that two servers are already active: one running a pre-existing snort MS and the other a pre-existing pkstat MS. We repeat the experiment 100 times, each time varying the MSs' required throughput, and we compute the confidence interval with a confidence level of 95%.

Fig. 7 shows that iPlace requires the same minimum and maximum number of servers as the optimum, while the average is just slightly higher. Interestingly, iPlace can provide better performance, thanks to the higher number of activated servers, mitigating the interference among co-located MSs.

**Large-scale, dynamic scenario**. We used “short-lived” MSs to capture a dynamic scenario, in which the container is activated when a request arrives and is deactivated after serving the request. We assume that the MSs do not maintain state in their containers, and the startup time is negligible compared to the service execution time; this is quite typical for the “serverless” computing paradigm. Note that, if MSs are instead “long-lived”, iPlace is still perfectly applicable, but since startups happen much less frequently, this scenario is much less of a challenge, thus we have not considered it in our evaluation.

Since the throughput performance is not the goal of the optimization, it is indeed possible that iPlace outperforms the optimum in this respect.

We now model MS arrivals according to a Poisson process and the service duration according to a negative exponential distribution. As it is common that the requested services are chains of multiple functions, we consider batch arrivals and departures where the batch size $|R|$ follows a geometric distribution with mean varying between 5 to 30 MSs. Each MS in the batch is picked randomly from a pool of profiled MSs and their associated minimum required throughput is chosen from a uniform distribution between 50%-70% of their solo performance. In the considered model, the arrival rate of each MS batch and the expected service duration of all the MSs within the same batch are denoted with $\lambda$ and $1/\mu$, respectively. Then let $\rho = \lambda/\mu$ be the utilization factor. Whenever a batch arrival occurs, iPlace processes the newly arrived MS requests and places the corresponding MSs in the available servers, avoiding violating the SLAs of new and pre-existing MSs. In case of any SLA violation, a new server is provisioned. When an MS batch’s service time expires, all of the MSs in that batch are removed and a server becomes inactive if it is not running any MS.

We fix $\lambda = 3$ arrivals per time unit and the system is evaluated in and with $\rho = 0.2$ (low-load) and $\rho = 0.9$ (high-load). Each simulation begins by setting the initial number of servers to 0, and it lasts 1000 time units. At every event, i.e., batch arrival or departure, we calculate the number of active servers in the system and the number of active MSs.

We evaluate the average number of servers, average MSs per server, and average active MSs, as $|R|$ varies, for both high-load and low-load scenarios. While doing so, we compare the performance of iPlace to the following alternative solutions, which consider sequentially all the MSs within each batch and deploy each of them individually:

- **slomo** [8]: A new MS is placed in the first available server, according to a fixed order, that can host the MS without any SLA violation. To detect SLA violations, slomo uses the same prediction model as iPlace.
- **bestfit**: A new MS is placed in the server with the highest cumulative throughput of the pre-existing MSs.
- **worstfit**: A new MS is placed in the server with the lowest cumulative throughput of the pre-existing MSs.

In all the three benchmark algorithms, if a new MS request cannot be placed in any of the active servers, then a new server is provisioned. Thus, the MSs of the same batch can be eventually placed on different servers. Also, notice that, due to the sequential approach, the overall deployment time of these three variants will be larger than iPlace, as shown by our experimental results in Sec. II-B.

The two plots of Fig. 8 present the average number of servers required by iPlace and its benchmarks to deploy a batch of MSs in low-load and high-load scenarios, respectively. For an average batch size of 30 MSs, in a high-load scenario, iPlace utilizes 21%, 92% and 72% fewer servers than slomo, bestfit, and worstfit approaches, respectively. In a low-load scenario, iPlace requires 25%, 89% and 68% fewer servers for placing the MS requests compared to slomo, bestfit, and worstfit approaches, respectively. In a nutshell, in all the cases iPlace can reduce substantially the number of used servers, with respect to its alternatives.
Fig. 8. iPlace vs. its benchmarks: average number of servers under low load (left) and high load (right).

Fig. 9. iPlace vs. its benchmarks: average number of MSs per server under low load (left) and high load (right).

Furthermore, Fig. 9 depicts the average number of MSs per server as a function of the average number of MSs present in the system. The plots demonstrate that iPlace and slomo approaches consolidate a larger number of MSs on the same server than bestfit and worstfit approaches, without violating any SLA. Moreover, iPlace outperforms slomo by accommodating between 31% and 41% more MSs on the same server, depending on the scenario settings.

**Deployment time.** We now evaluate experimentally the deployment time in a realistic scenario according to the following methodology. We simulate the MS batch arrivals and compute the placement according to a given policy. For each batch, iPlace computes a sequence of MS clusters and the corresponding servers. Then we run the Volcano scheduler of Kubernetes to place each cluster individually by deploying in parallel all the MSs within each cluster on the same server. On the contrary, slomo placement algorithm computes a sequence of MSs and a server associated to each individual MS. Thus, in this cases we run the Volcano scheduler of Kubernetes to deploy sequentially each MS on the desired server.

In each experiment we consider the arrival of 10 batches, with an average number of MSs per batch varying between 5 and 30. Each experiment is repeated 5 times to estimate the average deployment time (the results show sample mean and confidence intervals for a 95% confidence level).

Fig. 10 presents the average per-container deployment time for iPlace and slomo.

**VIII. RELATED WORK**

The problem of MS, or, alternatively, VNF, placement has been extensively studied in the literature with multiple scopes and objectives. Examples include works that have aimed at properly accounting for user mobility, or at minimizing the delay or the number of used servers. However, most of the existing studies have not considered performance interference, which is instead vital when deciding on which edge server an MS/VNF has to be placed.

Among the few prior approaches that propose interference-aware MS/VNF placement, [16], [17], [36] leverage a supply-demand model to quantify interference. In particular, [16], [17] propose an Adaptive Interference Aware (AIA) VNF placement to automatically place VNFs maximizing the total throughput of the accepted placement requests. AIA quantifies interference experienced by the consolidated VNFs through a demand-supply model by profiling each VNF with the aim to measure CPU and memory utilization and meet diverse service requirements. Unlike iPlace, the proposed supply-
demand model in AIA does not consider other sources of contention such as LLC, memory bandwidths and software interrupts. Moreover, AIA proposes a sequential deployment of the placement requests to maximize the total throughput of the accepted requests, which incurs a large deployment time as discussed in Sec. II-B and shown in Fig. 10.

Many efforts have addressed performance interference using partitioning techniques. ResQ [11] proposes a contention-aware VNF scheduler, based on the observation that LLC and DDIO\(^7\) packet buffers are the critical factors for performance degradation of consolidated VNFs. This complements our approach, although we did not experience any effect of DDIO since our experiments are always based on virtual interfaces. ResQ combines two techniques: a profiling scheme to determine the LLC partition size required to achieve a target SLA, and a Cache Allocation Technology, which is a hardware-based method to partition the LLC among the competing VNFs. The ResQ scheduler uses both an online greedy heuristic and offline mixed-integer linear programming to find an optimal schedule for the arriving requests based on profiling information. ResQ partitions the LLC among competing VNFs, but it does not isolate other resources degrading throughput, making it an incomplete solution to IMSP. Also, unlike iPlace, ResQ works sequentially on each MS individually and is not able to exploit parallel deployment.

Other works [9], [10] model the contention-induced performance drop suffered by a packet processing unit as a function of competitors’ aggregate Cache Access Rate (CAR). Their main observation is that some VNFs are sensitive to co-located VNFs’ behavior, and that VNFs can also be “aggressive” in causing such sensitive VNFs to suffer. This is coherent with our experimental evidence presented in Sec. II-A. Their proposed solution is to co-locate such sensitive VNFs with non-aggressive VNFs. They have considered a single metric to quantify the interference and classify the VNFs. The modern memory architecture is complex; thus, measuring interference based on a single metric may be inefficient. In contrast, the iPlace clustering scheme tends to co-locate the MSs by considering several system-level metrics to quantify the interference.

DeepDive [18] proposes a solution to transparently identify and manage performance interference between co-located virtual machines using a warning system based on low-level metrics and an interference analyzer for determining the culprit resource. Unlike iPlace, which takes interference-aware decisions while deploying the MSs in the first place, DeepDive identifies the interference after the initial placement of the MS and, when necessary, migrates an MS to a different physical machine, which incurs additional migration cost.

The most relevant study to ours is however [8], which presents an interference-aware VNF placement solution. We adopt the same machine learning approach to estimate the interference of slomo, as discussed in Sec. IV-A. Even if the interference model is the same, the way it is adopted to solve the IMSP is different. Notably, the cluster-based approach in iPlace is compatible with any method to estimate the interference. To solve the placement problem, slomo proposes a greedy incremental approach to minimize the number of active servers, according to which it verifies whether adding a new VNF request to a server leads to SLA violations for each scheduling request. If there is no feasible solution, slomo provisions a new server to place the request. The greedy incremental approach in slomo is inefficient as it involves tentatively placing new requests in each active server and checking each VNF individually for SLA violations. Instead, iPlace introduces a two-stage method consisting of clustering the MSs that do not contend for the same resources and placing these clusters on separate servers to minimize interference. Moreover, as evident in the experimental results, the batch approach exploited by iPlace dramatically reduces the deployment time compared to slomo.

Finally, our preliminary work in [37] explores interference-aware MS placement using clustering, which has shown improvement of 10-60% in the number of used servers against various state-of-the-art solutions for a batch size of 50 consisting of only two MS instances. In our preliminary work, we considered only network services, i.e., pktstat and snort, while building the prediction model and evaluating the performance of iPlace. In this work, we have extended the set of MSs to include both network and application-level services, i.e., MQTT and nginx. This extension allowed us to better represent the real-world scenario where network and application-level services coexist. Furthermore, we highlight the benefit of parallel MS deployment over a sequential approach in reducing the deployment time using real-world orchestrators (Kubernetes and Docker swarm). This important observation motivated us to design iPlace so that it deploys clusters of MSs rather than a single MS each time. We further extended the simulation of our prior work to consider a large-scale dynamic scenario in which MS batch arrivals and their service time are modeled using a Poisson process and negative exponential distribution, respectively. The simulated extension demonstrates that iPlace reduces the number of used servers both in high and low-load scenarios. Furthermore, the number of consolidated MSs per server is higher in iPlace than in considered benchmarks.

IX. Conclusions

We addressed resource-constrained cloud systems, a typical operational condition in edge computing and private clouds. In this context, we designed a microservice placement algorithm that minimizes the use of computing resources while still meeting the performance requirements of MSs. In doing so, we showed experimentally the gain of parallel versus sequential MSs deployment, and the substantial impact that interference among MSs co-located in the same server can have on the MSs performance. We formulated the interference-aware MSs placement as an optimization problem that aims at minimizing the number of used servers. Given the problem’s NP-hardness, we developed a low-complexity heuristic that places batches of MSs that compete for different resources on the same server, thus also allowing for parallel MSs deployment.

Our numerical results show that the proposed approach closely matches the optimum and, when compared to state-

---

\(^7\)Intel Data Direct I/O Technology is a proprietary solution to optimize data plane forwarding performance in physical network cards.
of-the-art solutions, it reduces the number of used servers by 21-92%, while proving to be highly scalable. Furthermore, by exploiting parallel deployment, iPlace can reduce the deployment time by 69%.
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